Motion to Approve Minutes: Funmi
- Second:
- Result: 21 – 0 – 1

Budgets
- Men's WUFO: Looking to relocate money in their account to go on trips.
- Men's Rugby: Came in last time, but were able to drastically reduce budget.
- Jazz at Williams: Trying to go to the Lincoln Center.
- Purple Valley Coffee Club: Tasting different coffees this Sunday. Using daily messages to advertise. Can't use Paresky because Prospect basement is already set up.
- WASO: Going to conference at Harvard.
- Muslim Ephs: Going to conference. Need funding for travel.
- Motion to Approve above Budgets as a Slate: Funmi
  - Second:
  - Result: 21 – 0 – 1
- Skiing/Snowboarding Club: Given money to subsidize passes for students. But they subsidized way more than they were supposed to. Originally had $7,700 dollars. $3,450 was for 25 students to get subsidized ski passes. Also paid for a number of events and trips during dead week. They sent out an email to their listserv saying anyone could get a subsidized pass. 60 people got a subsidized past. Using all $7,700 they could subsidize 55 of these passes. But there are still 5 more that need to be subsidized, in addition to them not being able to do any of their other events.
  - Jesper: Sympathetic to this argument, but obviously this group has to be punished in some manner.
  - Griff: Pretty clear that they didn't try to abide by what we told them to do. This is the reason we have a censure.
  - Matt: Hesitant to make individual students pay because don't want to unduly burden anyone financially.
  - Erica: Precedent for censure. Proved to be very effective.
  - Lucas: Not fair to punish the students who paid. Would rather censure the group than make the students pay out of pocket.
  - Ellen: Can we allocate the funds and censure the group?
    - Emily: Yes.
  - Victoria: Don't want us to feel responsible for the individual funds?
    - Jesper: We don't know what other groups are doing?
  - Erica: By our bylaws, if council wanted to they could sanction without going through SOSC.
- Motion to Allocate $662 to Ski and Snowboard Club: Funmi
  - Second:
  - Result: 15 – 2 – 4
- Straw Poll:
  - Censure Group not through SOSC: 22
  - Censure Group through SOSC: 0
  - No censure: 0
- Erica: Must have a representative of the student organization come, so can't censure this week.
- Jochebed: Uncomfortable with funding them the money. Feel like they must take accountability.
- Erica: Vote of censure must pass with a 2/3 majority.
  - Great Ideas Budget: Have a few new things for Lasell gym. Looking to get six new yoga mats. Also looking for new weights.
- Griff: Think that we need to do more clarification before we fund this.
- Matt: We've been talking about this forever. Let's do something.
- Michelle: Spend all this time getting Great Ideas. Need to do something with them.
- Quinn: Is the upkeep of these going to go into the budget of CC?
  - Ben: Dumbbells don't need maintenance. They will be here for 20 years.
- Fox: Feel that precedent is really important. But this is what great ideas is for. Unless someone has better use of Great Ideas money, I'm very in favor of this. Let's do what we should do, enhance the campus.

**Motion to Approve Full Budget, given that following conditions are met – get ok with head of athletics department, make it clear to Livingstone this is a one time Great Idea:** Lucas
  - Second: Maddie
  - Result: 18 – 2 – 2
  - Quinn: Why don't we just vote next week?
    - Lucas: Lot of stuff going on next week. Don't want to rehave the same conversations this week.

**SOC**
- SWAG: Strides to introduce topics of consent and healthy relationships to surrounding area. Been active already. Unanimously approved.
  - **Motion to Approve SWAG:** Michelle
    - Second:
    - Result: 22 – 0 – 0

- Elysian: New Williams literary magazine. We had a literary magazine, but it was kind of struggling. No one got submissions. So we are hesitant about introducing another. Want to give them a warning before allowing a new literary magazine. Want to channel this productive enthusiasm to another group. There was also a lot of issues with this constitution. It had an admittance fee, trying to meet and put out a publication once a month.
  - Ellen: The current literary magazine just came through magazines so they are making steps. Also does Elysian say they are different at all?
    - Griff: They have literally the same exact goals. They are identical. It is bad to have too many groups that do the same thing.
    - Jesus: Elysian seems so much more active.
    - Zach: Do have some new ideas. Also we have so much interest. How long do you intend to give the current literary review?
      - Lucas: Give them this semester.
  - **Motion to Not Approve Elysian with condition that they can come back:** Fox
    - Second:
    - Result: 18 – 2 – 2

**Bylaws**
- Increasing the funding for hotels from $20 per person to $30. Also allowing flights by treasurer discretion.
  - **Motion to Approve:** Quinn
    - Second:
    - Result: 21 – 0 – 1
Willipedia
  • Motion to Pass Willipedia Statement of Purpose: Ellen
    • Second:
    • Result: Roll Call
      - Lucas: Yes
      - Griff: Nay
      - Zach: Nay
      - Alphayo: Yes
      - Quinn: Yes
      - Jesper: Yes
      - Emalie: Yes
      - Stephanie: Yes
      - Jesus: Yes
      - Web: Yes
      - Ellen: Yes
      - Michelle: Yes
      - Meghan: Yes
      - Lia: Yes
      - Allgra: Yes
      - Emily: Yes
      - Jochebed: Yes
      - Victoria: Yes
      - Alyssa: Yes
      - Matt: Yes
      - Maddie: Yes
  • Recap of the year
    • Emily: Club sports trainer happened. Cereal debacle. Gaudino type option has long healthy future. Hotels – raised up price per night. Also can now have pcard for gas. The Log is opening next year. Sawyer lawn happening. Discussed calendar and scheduling. Worked on formalizing storing. Still haven't fund storage solution. Great Ideas is now an all campus committee. Searching for new VP of Diversity. Keep on talking about EDI and Writing Intensive. Passed resolution in support of need-blind international student aid. Worked on honor code – signed letter. Cows from CUL is happening. TedX at Williams no longer happening. Willipedia is moving forward. New movies are coming to the library – working on a poster to tell people. Helping senior week be free next year. Code of Conduct – tbd. Staff appreciation day will continue – quotes are a nice addition. Career Center committee is going to be a thing. Have had a number of community matters. Lots of Great Ideas were accomplished. EComm adjustments. Funded a lot of groups. Todo guide for being assistant treasurer. YITK. 20 student groups. Summer storage. Worked on SuperFan. Extending gym hours. Expanding information on tutors on peoplesoft. Happy lights in the library.
    • Discussions to have next year
      • Finding food from 2 – 5.
      • Factrak happening again
      • International Student Aid
      • Expanding community matters discussion
      • FinCom bylaws
      • Arcade Games
- Should not work on
  - Toliet paper
  - Grocery store and having swipes on Spring Street
  - No oranges in the fruit salad from the dining hall
  - SARC
  - Printer in the SARC